Gain confidence and command your building with intuitive and easy-to-use controls

Whether you’re installing a customer’s HVAC system or managing the daily performance of a building, you need a controls solution that simplifies your work – not magnifies the complexity. Every day, your customers demand a building environment that makes their world more comfortable, but also keeps energy and expenses in check. Now, you can experience controls that are flexible to your needs and as approachable as your smart phone.

Daikin Intelligent Systems seamlessly blend the power of your HVAC system with more intuitive and easy-to-use controls that help you achieve even higher performance and efficiency. The plug-and-play installation outpaces the complexity of large BAS. Intelligent Systems are often the better solution for small to mid-sized building operations that call for choreographed coordination between units and systems or simply require the kind of accessibility that is now commonplace in today’s world.

You can confidently monitor and command the buildings you are entrusted to manage with quick views of system status, trend information, setpoints, and set up schedules. Plus, you’ll save time, money, and energy in the simplicity of a solution that is factory-installed, pre-engineered to work for your system and approachable for the everyday user.

Customer-designed Features:

- Plug-and-Play system: it’s pre-engineered and pre-programmed saving time and money
- Centralized control so you maximize operations
- Remote access from any web-browser
- Customizable to fit your building’s needs
- Trend information to equip you with actionable data
- Standard BACnet MS/TP open protocol
- Communicates with any BACnet MS/TP capable device

Intelligent Systems®
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Prime User Experience:

- Thermostat-like display reads naturally to users of any level
- Network status gauges how well the BACnet communication network is running
- Comfort status gauges how well the building as a whole is maintaining temperature setpoints
- Quick links to device pages makes it easy to understand and navigate
- Device property pages feature realistic images of your equipment and let you view/manage devices easily
- Customizable Device List Pages give you a snapshot of how each device or zone is operating or maintaining setpoint

Facility Manager Functionality:

- New and Improved Trend Information deliver thousands of data points in seconds
- Review up to 5 data points at once; or import trend data into excel for more detailed analysis
- See two different units on interactive, clickable graph for deeper data insight
- Scheduling in easy graphic format lets you easily schedule devices and gives you midnight crossover, multiple occupancy times per day and holiday schedules

BAS Made Easy:

Manage your building with features that are designed to simplify your operation and deliver actionable information to drive performance and dependability.

- Touchscreen system interface
- Remote access and alarm messaging
- Equipment coordination and trend information
- Open protocol communication
- Factory programmed and addressed devices
- Plug-n-play installation and commissioning

For more information about our solutions, contact your local Daikin Applied representative or visit www.DaikinApplied.com to find an office near you.